**INTERIOR**
- Arched Solid Wood Cabinet Doors
- Hydroflame Forced Air Furnace
- Decorative Wall Border
- 55 Amp Converter w/Built in Charger
- 6 CF Double Door Refrigerator
- 12 Volt Demand Water System
- Upgraded Foot Pedal Flush Toilet
- Residential Flip Sofa Bed
- Mini Blinds Throughout
- Decorative Hard Valance Window Coverings
- Decorative Bedspread
- Prepped for Satellite TV/Cable
- Power Roof Vent in Bath
- Residential Metal Drawer Glides
- Spice Rack Below Sink
- Residential Tile Like Linoleum
- Medicine Cabinet with Mirror
- Large Double Bowl Sink
- High Rise Galley Faucet

**EXTERIOR/CONSTRUCTION**
- Diamond Plate Front Rockguard
- I-Beam Cambered Chassis
- 30lb LP Bottles with Cover
- 15" Tires
- 5/8 Tongue and Grove Plywood Floor
- Full Walk-on Roof w/3/8" Decking"
- Rear Bumper w/Sewer Hose Storage
- Rain Gutter with Downspouts
- Large Support Outriggers
- One Piece Rubber Roof
- 30 Amp Power Cord
- Large Exterior Storage Plus
- Upgraded 3M Graphics Tape
- Double Entry Step
- 26" Main Entry Door
- Large Tinted Windows
- 0.024 Thickness Exterior Metal
- Roto Cast Holding Tanks
- R-7 Fiberglass Insulation
- Screen Door with Kick Plate
- Protected Wrapped Polymax Underbelly
- Combo Flush entry/Deadbolt locks
- Tinted Radius Clamp Ring Windows

**FLOORPLAN SUMMARY**
This great floorplan includes a rear double bed with an optional bunk over option. This floorplan has a large amount of storage including front overhead cabinets, rear bedroom overheads and a closet/pantry next to the refrigerator. The Galley features ample storage with a large amount of countertop space for a unit this size.

**FREEDOM PACKAGE STANDARD FEATURES**
- 13.5 BTU A/C non-ducted
- 5 in 1 Home Theatre system
- Awning
- Six Gallon DSI Gas Water Heater
- Skylight in Shower
- TV Antenna
- Microwave Oven

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**
- Bunk over Double Bed
- Dark Tinted Safety Glass Windows
- State Seal

** prices are FOB Goshen and do not include RVIA Seals, State Seals, Freight charges, Freight surcharges, Material Surcharges, or Wirewrack. Product information, specifications, and photography in the brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada. All logos and brand names shown in this brochure are registered trademarks of Dutchmen Mfg, Inc. Vehicles are designed for recreational use only and are not intended for use as a primary residence. Vehicle loading – Every effort has been made to provide the greatest number of options for the recreation vehicle owner. Along with these choices comes the responsibility to manage the loads that are imposed by the choices that they remain within the manufacturer’s specified chassis weight limits. Do not overload the recreation vehicle. Net carrying capacity (NCC) is determined by subtracting unloaded vehicle weight (UVW) from gross vehicle weight (GVW) and includes fluids, options and cargo. Liquid capacities and weights are approximations only. Warning – This information is intended as a guide only. Weights of individual vehicles may vary. Consult your owner’s manual for complete loading, weighing and towing instructions. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada.
INTERIOR
Arched Solid Wood Cabinet Doors
Hydroflame Forced Air Furnace
Decorative Wall Border
55 Amp Converter w/Built in Charger
12 Volt Demand Water System
Upgraded Foot Pedal Flush Toilet
Residential Flip Sofa Bed
Mini Blinds Throughout
Decorative Hard Valance Window Coverings
Decorative Bedspread
Prepped for Satellite TV/Cable
Power Roof Vent in Bath
Cable TV Hookups
Carbon Monoxide Detector
Bedroom TV Shelf with Hookup
Smoke Detector
Bedroom Overhead Cabinets w/Shelf
Fire Extinguisher
Liftup Bed Base w/Finished Storage
Systems Monitor Panel
Shower Curtain
Full Tub Surround
Range Hood w/12V Fan and Light
Residential Metal Drawer Glides
Larger Dinette Plus Eating Areas
Residential Tile Like Linoleum
Spice Rack Below Sink
Large Double Bowl Sink
Medicine Cabinet with Mirror
High Rise Galley Faucet

EXTERIOR/CONSTRUCTION
Diamond Plate Front Rockguard
I-Beam Cambered Chassis
Patio Light
Alko Leaf Spring Axles
30lb LP Bottle with Cover
Tandem Axles with Electric Brakes
15” Tires
5/8“ Tongue and Grove Plywood Floor
Full Walk-on Roof w/3/8” Decking
Rear Bumper w/Sewer Hose Storage
Rain Gutter with Downspouts
Large Support Outriggers
One Piece Rubber Roof
30 Amp Power Cord
Large Exterior Storage Plus
Upgraded 3M Graphics Tape
Shower Curtain
Full Tub Surround
Range Hood w/12V Fan and Light
Residential Metal Drawer Glides
Larger Dinette Plus Eating Areas
Residential Tile Like Linoleum
Spice Rack Below Sink
Large Double Bowl Sink
Medicine Cabinet with Mirror
High Rise Galley Faucet

FLOORPLAN SUMMARY
This floorplan features a front queen bed and rear double bunks. An optional Double bed with bunk over can be added to rear making this floorplan very versatile for many families. This unit has a sofa bed, large dinette, and plenty of storage space.

FREEDOM PACKAGE STANDARD FEATURES
13.5 BTU A/C ducted
5 in 1 Home Theatre system
Awning
Six Gallon DSI Gas Water Heater
3 burner range with oven (auto ignition)
Skylight in Shower
TV Antenna
Microwave Oven
Stabilizer Jacks
Spare Tire

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Bunk over Double Bed
Dark Tinted Safety Glass Windows
State Seal

Unloaded Vehicle Weight 4932
Hitch Dry Weight 630
GVWR 7700
Net Cargo Capacity 2768
Exterior Length 27’8”
Exterior Height 10’3”
Fresh Water Capacity 36
Grey Water Capacity 37
Black Water Capacity 37
Tire Size ST205/75D15 (C)
Furnace Size (BTU’s) 25000

Prices are FOB Goshen and do not include RVIA Seals, State Seals, Freight charges, Freight surcharges, Material Surcharges, or Winterization. Product Information, specifications, and photography in this brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada. All logos and brand names shown in this brochure are registered trademarks of Dutchmen Mfg, Inc. Vehicles are designed for recreational use only and not intended for use as a primary residence.

Vehicle Loading – Every effort has been made to provide the greatest number of options for the recreation vehicle owner. Along with these choices comes the responsibility to manage the loads that are imposed by the choices that they remain within the manufacturer’s specified chassis weight limits. Do not overload the recreation vehicle. Net carrying capacity (NCC) is determined by subtracting unloaded vehicle weight (GVW) from gross vehicle weight (GVWR) and includes fluids, options and cargo. Liquid capacities and weights are approximations only. Warning – This information is intended as a guide only. Weights of individual vehicles may vary. Consult your owner’s manual for complete loading, weighing and towing instructions. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada.
**INTERIOR**
- Arched Solid Wood Cabinet Doors
- Hydroflame Forced Air Furnace
- Decorative Wall Border
- 55 Amp Converter w/Built in Charger
- 6 CF Double Door Refer
- 12 Volt Demand Water System
- Upgraded Foot Pedal Flush Toilet
- Residential Flip Sofa Bed
- Mini Blinds Throughout
- Decorative Wall Border
- 55 Amp Converter w/Built in Charger
- 6 CF Double Door Refer
- 12 Volt Demand Water System
- Upgraded Foot Pedal Flush Toilet
- Residential Flip Sofa Bed
- Mini Blinds Throughout
- Decorative Wall Border

**EXTerior/CONSTRUCTION**
- Diamond Plate Front Rockguard
- I-Beam Cambered Chassis
- Patio Light
- Aklo Leaf Spring Axles
- Full Walk-on Roof w/3/8" Decking
- Rear Bumper w/Sewer Hose Storage
- Rain Gutter with Downspouts
- Large Support Outriggers
- One Piece Rubber Roof
- 30 Amp Detachable Power Cord
- Large Exterior Storage Plus
- Upgraded 3M Graphics Tape
- Triple entry step
- 30" Main Entry Door
- Large Tinted Windows
- .024 Thickness Exterior Metal
- Roto Cast Holding Tanks
- R-7 Fiberglass Insulation
- Screen Door with Kick Plate
- Protected Wrapped Polymax Underbelly
- Combo Flush entry/Deadbolt locks
- Tinted Radius Clamp Ring Windows

**FLOORPLAN SUMMARY**
This Travel Trailer floorplan features a front queen walk-around bed with plenty of storage. The Large slide and angled Galley add tremendous Space to the living area and the rear bunks provide that extra sleeping area that your family needs. All this in a great floorplan.

**FREEDOM PACKAGE STANDARD FEATURES**
- 13.5 BTU A/C ducted
- 5 in 1 Home Theatre system
- Awning
- Six Gallon DSI Gas Water Heater
- 3 burner range with oven (auto ignition)
- Skylight in Shower
- TV Antenna
- Microwave Oven
- Stabilizer Jacks
- Spare Tire

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**
- Dark Tinted Safety Glass Windows
- State Seal

**Unloaded Vehicle Weight**
6594

**Hitch Dry Weight**
1056

**GVWR**
11176

**Net Cargo Capacity**
4582

**Exterior Length**
28'5"

**Exterior Height**
11'4"

**Fresh Water Capacity**
46

**Grey Water Capacity**
37

**Black Water Capacity**
37

**Tire Size**
SST225/75R15 (D)

**Furnace Size (BTU's)**
30000

**Prices for Model FS260-DSL are FOB Goshen and do not include RVIA Seals, State Seals, Freight charges, Freight surcharges, Material surcharges, or Window installation. Product information, specifications, and photography in this brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada. All logos and brand names shown in this brochure are registered trademarks of Dutchmen Mfg, Inc. Vehicles are designed for recreational use only and not intended for use as a primary residence. Vehicle loading – Every effort has been made to provide the greatest number of options for the recreation vehicle owner. Along with these choices comes the responsibility to manage the loads that are imposed by the choices that they remain within the manufacturer's specified chassis weight limits. Do not overload the recreation vehicle. Net-carrying capacity (NCC) is determined by subtracting unloaded vehicle weight (UVW) from gross vehicle weight (GVW) and includes fluids, options and cargo. Liquid capacities and weights are approximations only. Warning – This information is intended as a guide only. Weights of individual vehicles may vary. Consult your owner's manual for complete loading, weighing and savings instructions. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada.**
**INTERIOR**
Arched Solid Wood Cabinet Doors
Hydroflame Forced Air Furnace
Decorative Wall Border
55 Amp Converter w/Built in Charger
12 Volt Demand Water System
Upgraded Foot Pedal Flush Toilet
Residential Flip Sofa Bed
Mini Blinds Throughout
Decorative Hard Valance Window Coverings
Decorative Bedspread
Prepped for Satellite TV/Cable
Power Roof Vent in Bath
Flush floor electric slideout system
Carbon Monoxide Detector
Bedroom TV Shelf with Hookup
Smoke Detector
Bedroom Overhead Cabinets w/Shelf
Fire Extinguisher
Decorative Headboard
Systems Monitor Panel
Liftup Bed Base w/Finished Storage
Full Tub Surround
Shower Curtain
Residential Metal Drawer Glides
Range Hood w/12V Fan and Light
Residential Tile Like Linoleum
Larger Dinette Plus Eating Areas
Large Double Bowl Sink
Spice Rack Below Sink
High Rise Galley Faucet
Medicine Cabinet with Mirror

**EXTERIOR/CONSTRUCTION**
Diamond Plate Front Rockguard
I-Beam Front Rockguard
Patio Light
Alko Leaf Spring Axles
30lb LP Bottle with Cover
Tandem Axles with Electric Brakes
5/8" Tongue and Grove Plywood Floor
Full Walk-on Roof w/3/8" Decking
Rain Gutter with Downspouts
One Piece Rubber Roof
30 Amp Detachable Power Cord
Upgraded 3M Graphics Tape
Large Exterior Storage Plus
Triple entry step
30" Main Entry Door
Large Tinted Windows
0.024 Thickness Exterior Metal
Roto Cast Holding Tanks
Screen Door with Kick Plate
Protruded Wrapped Polymax Underbelly
Combo Flush entry/Deadbolt locks
Tinted Radius Clamp Ring Windows

**FLOORPLAN SUMMARY**
This Floorplan is a proven winner. The quad bunk rear bedroom features oversized bunks on the door side. The front bedroom includes a queen walk-around and plenty of storage. The living area is large and includes an angled galley, full slide, and great entertainment center.

**FREEDOM PACKAGE STANDARD FEATURES**
- 13.5 BTU A/C ducted
- Included
- Awning
- Included
- Six Gallon DSI Gas Water Heater
- Included
- 3 burner range with oven (auto ignition)
- Included
- Skylight in Shower
- Included
- TV Antenna
- Included
- Microwave Oven
- Included
- Stabilizer Jacks
- Included
- Spare Tire
- Included

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**
- Dark Tinted Safety Glass Windows
- State Seal

**SPIRIT PACKAGE STANDARD FEATURES**
- Unloaded Vehicle Weight
  - 7224
- Hitch Dry Weight
  - 1148
- GVWR
  - 11176
- Net Cargo Capacity
  - 3952
- Exterior Length
  - 33’3”
- Exterior Height
  - 11’4”
- Fresh Water Capacity
  - 46
- Grey Water Capacity
  - 37
- Black Water Capacity
  - 37
- Tire Size
  - ST225/75R15 (D)
- Furnace Size (BTU’s)
  - 30000

Prices are FOB Goshen and do not include RVIA Seals, State Seals, Freight charges, Freight surcharges, Material Surcharge, or Winterization. Product information, specifications, and photography in this brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada.
INTERIOR
Arched Solid Wood Cabinet Doors
Hydroflame Forced Air Furnace
Decorative Wall Border
55 Amp Converter w/Built in Charger
12 Volt Demand Water System
Upgraded Foot Pedal Flush Toilet
Residential Flip Sofa Bed
Mini Blinds Throughout
Decorative Hard Valance Window Coverings
Decorative Bedspread
Prepped for Satellite TV/Cable
Power Roof Vent in Bath
Flush floor electric slideout system
Carbon Monoxide Detector
Bedroom TV Shelf with Hookup
Smoke Detector
Bedroom Overhead Cabinets
Fire Extinguisher
Systems Monitor Panel
Liftup Bed Base w/Finished Storage
Full Tub Surround
Shower Curtain
Residential Metal Drawer Glides
Range Hood w/12V Fan and Light
Residential Tile Like Linoleum
Larger Dinette Plus Eating Areas
Large Double Bowl Sink
Spice Rack Below Sink
High Rise Galley Faucet
Medicine Cabinet with Mirror

EXTERIOR/CONSTRUCTION
Diamond Plate Front Rockguard
I-Beam Cambered Chassis
Patio Light
Alko Leaf Spring Axles
30lb LP Bottle with Cover
Tandem Axles with Electric Brakes
15" Tires
5/8" Tongue and Grove Plywood Floor
Full Walk-on Roof w/3/8" Decking
Rear Bumper w/Sewer Hose Storage
Rain Gutter with Downspouts
Large Support Outriggers
One Piece Rubber Roof
30 Amp Detachable Power Cord
Large Exterior Storage Plus
Upgraded 3M Graphics Tape
Double entry step
30" Main Entry Door
Large Tinted Windows
.024 Thickness Exterior Metal
Roto Cast Holding Tanks
R-7 Fiberglass Insulation
Screen Door with Kick Plate
Protected Wrapped Polymax Underbelly
Combo Flush entry/Deadbolt locks
Tinted Radius Clamp Ring Windows

FLOORPLAN SUMMARY
This great fifth wheel floorplan features a large slide room, rear double bunks and a queen bed upstairs. It has a great entertainment center, plenty of storage, and lots of wide open space. The flush floor slide and oversized dinette add to the overall function of the floorplan.

FREEDOM PACKAGE STANDARD FEATURES
13.5 BTU A/C ducted
5 in 1 Home Theatre system
Awning
Six Gallon DSI Gas Water Heater
3 burner range with oven (auto ignition)
Skylight in Shower
TV Antenna
Microwave Oven
Stabilizer Jacks
Spare Tire
Electric Front Jacks

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Dark Tinted Safety Glass Windows
State Seal

Unloaded Vehicle Weight
6976
Hitch Dry Weight
1164
GVWR
10560
Net Cargo Capacity
3584
Exterior Length
27’10”
Exterior Height
12’2”
Fresh Water Capacity
46
Grey Water Capacity
37
Black Water Capacity
37
Furnace Size (BTUs)
34000

Prices are FOB Goshen and do not include RVIA Seals, State Seals, Freight charges, Freight surcharges, Material Surcharges, or Winterization. Product information, specifications, and photography in this brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada. All logos and brand names shown in this brochure are registered trademarks of Dutchmen Mfg, Inc. Vehicles are designed for recreational use only and not intended for use as a primary residence.

Vehicle loading – Every effort has been made to provide the greatest number of options for the recreation vehicle owner. Along with these choices comes the responsibility to manage the loads that are imposed by the choices that they remain within the manufacturer’s specified chassis weight limits. Do not overload the recreation vehicle. Net carrying capacity (NCC) is determined by subtracting unloaded vehicle weight (AVR) from gross vehicle weight (GVW) and includes fluids, options and cargo. Liquid capacities and weights are approximations only. Warning – This information is intended as a guide only. Weights of individual vehicles may vary. Consult your owner’s manual for complete loading, weighing and towing instructions. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features shown are optional and may be different or unavailable in Canada.